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ON THE RECORD PROPERTIES
OF
INTEGRATED TIME SERIES
FELIPE M. APARICIO ACOSTA
Abstract. This paper compares the statistical properties of the records from
i.i.d. time series with those of time series containing a single unit root. It is
shown that there are important di¤erences in both the limiting distributions
and the convergence rates of the associated record counting processes. Since
the record properties of i.i.d. time series are shared by a large class of sta-
tionary time series, the reported di¤erences underline the possibility of using
record-based statistics for robust testing procedures of the unit root hypothe-
sis.
1. Introduction
The collection of records is an important aspect of empirical research in science.
Records are ubiquitous in daily life. We are already accustomed to hear about
records in sport competitions, in stock prices, claim sizes and …nancial gains; in
series of temperature, of earthquake, pressure or star brightness intesities; of wind
speeds and river ‡oods; in maximal loads on engineering structures, or as regards
the strength of materials, etc. As a consequence, the analysis of the statistical
properties of records is extremely important in many …elds of endeavour. For
example, if we were able to anticipate meteorological disasters, or …nancial crashes,
ruins and insolvency problems, we could avoid the often extremely high human and
economic costs associated with such events.
Records are often studied in the context of extreme value theory (see for instance
Galambos, 1978; Resnick, 1987), since a record is essentially a temporary maximum
or minimum in an ever-increasing sequence of collected samples of data. As time
goes on, new maxima and minima do appear in the series of measurements of
any variable. If we denote by Xi;i and X1;i, respectively, the maximum and the
minimum up to time i in the time series fX1;X2; :::;Xi; :::g, that is,
Xi;i = max fX1; :::;Xig ;
X1;i = min fX1; :::;Xig ;
we will have a new record at time i + 1 if either Xi+1 > Xi;i or Xi+1 < X1;i: In
the former case, we have an upper record, whereas in the latter we have a lower
record. Upper records produce jumps in the sequence of relative maxima, fXi;igi,
while lower records do it in the sequence of relative minima, fX1;igi : Since the
lower records in a time series fX1; :::;Xig are the upper records of its “specular
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image” around the horizontal axis, that is of f¡X1; :::;¡Xig, we can often restrict
our attention to the analysis of upper records.
Whatever the type of records, they result in jumps in the monotonically increas-
ing sequence of ranges, fRigi ; where Ri = Xi;i ¡ X1;i: In other words, a record
(either upper or lower) has appeared at time i if ¢Ri = Ri ¡Ri¡1 > 0:
The time instants at which records occur are commonly called record or ladder
times. They will be denoted here by T+i for the i-th upper record time (“ascending
ladder time”), and by T¡i for the i-th lower record time (“descending ladder time”).
Formally,
Ti = inf
©
k > Ti¡1 : Xk > XTi¡1
ª
;
with T0 = 0; X0 = 0:
The time di¤erences ¿+i = T
+
i ¡ T+i¡1; and ¿¡i = T¡i ¡ T¡i¡1, for i > 0, where
T+0 = T
¡
0 = 0; are called the inter-arrival record (upper and lower, respectively)
times, or simply, inter-record times.
An important process related to records is the record counting process, de…ned
as the process N = fN(t); t ¸ 0g where N(t) is given by:
N(t) =
tX
i=1
1(¢Ri > 0); with R0 = 0:(1.1)
Depending on the type of records that are counted, we may distinguish the upper
and lower record counting processes, that is N+ = fN+(t); t ¸ 0g and N¡ =
fN¡(t); t ¸ 0g, respectively, where:
N+(t) =
tX
i=1
1(Xi > Xi¡1;i¡1);(1.2)
N¡(t) =
tX
i=1
1(Xi < X1;i¡1);(1.3)
with X1;1 = X1; X0;0 = X1;0 = 0:
Record counting processes are related renewal counting processes, where records
are here referred to as renewals. A renewal counting process fN(t); t ¸ 1g is de…ned
as:
N(t) = sup fi ¸ 1 : Ti · tg ; t ¸ 1;
where Ti = ¿1 + ¿2 + ::: + ¿i denotes the instant at which the i-th renewal occurs;
and f¿igi is a sequence of i:i:d: non-negative random variables representing the
inter-renewal times.
A renewal process is often an appropriate model for the succesive occurences
of a particular event (renewals). These processes haven often been used to model
phenomena such as the successive failures of a machinery, the repeated incidence
of earthquakes, the emission of radioactive particles, customers and computer ar-
rivals at a server queue, the number of contingent claims received by an insurance
company, etc.
Most of the available results in the analysis of records for time series rely on the
assumption that the inter-record times are i:i:d: random variables with …nite mean
and variance, or when the underlying time series fX1; :::;Xt; :::g is a sequence of
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i:i:d: random variables (see for instance Chandler, 1952; Resnick, 1973; Shorrock,
1973; Glick, 1978; Ballerini and Resnick, 1985; Nagaraja, 1988). Andel (2001) and
Arnold, Balarkrishnan and Nagaraja (1992) provide a nice survey on the subject
for the i:i:d: case.
Fewer results have been reported on the behavior of records in scenarios involving
heterogeneity or serial dependence (see Lindgren and Rootzén, 1987; Leadbetter
and Rootzén, 1988; Arnold and Balakrishnan, 1989 -pp. 146-149-; Leadbetter and
Nandagopalan, 1989). Such results point that, under conditions which restrict
the amount of serial dependence and the clustering of extremes, the limit joint
distributions of stationary time series are the same as for sequences of i:i:d: variables
(Lindgren and Rootzén, 1987). For stationary Gaussian series these conditions can
be replaced by a simpler one known as the “Berman’s condition”, which states that
lim
k!1
Cov(Xi;Xi+k) log k = 0:(1.4)
This condition is satis…ed by a wide class of stationary time series, among which
are those any whose covariance function decreases exponentially fast with k, as it
is the case for all stationary Gaussian ARMA processes.
In time series analysis, one is often concerned with the invariance, or at least
the robustness, of test statistics in the face of unknown transformations a¤ecting
the variables. For example, the performance of standard unit-root and cointegration
testing methods can severely worsen when the variables are nonlinearly transformed.
There is a vast literature reporting on such problems (for a ‡avor of it see Granger
and Hallman, 1991; Granger and Teräsvirta, 1993; Aparicio and Granger, 1995;
Granger, 1995; Aparicio and Escribano, 1998; Breitung and Gouriéroux, 1997; Bre-
itung, 1998; Franses and McAlleer, 1998; Aparicio, Escribano and Garcia, 2000a,b).
One of the most interesting properties of record-related statistics is their invari-
ance to monotone transformations. Formally, if Ti; ¿i and N(t) are record statistics
associated with a time series process X = fXt; t ¸ 1g, then if we construct a new
process Y = fYt; t ¸ 1g through a monotone transformation Á in such a way that
Yt = Á(Xt) for each t ¸ 1; the corresponding record statistics T 0i ; ¿ 0i and N 0(t) will
have the same distribution as Ti; ¿i and N(t); respectively.
But some record statistics seem also to be robust in the face of other types of
phenomena, such as structural breaks and outliers (Aparicio, Escribano and Garcia,
2000a,b). These properties suggest using record statistics for constructing robust
procedures to test di¤erent aspects of a time series.
An important question is whether the statistical behavior of records can be
exploited for testing serial dependence, and in particular, whether the statistical
properties of records from sequences of i:i:d: random variables di¤er or not from
those of the important class of nonstationary time series called integrated time series
“of order 1”, that is, time series with a single unit root.
A time series process X = fXt; t ¸ 1g is said to be integrated of order d, or
I(d) (with d being a non-negative integer), if the sequence of d-th di¤erences of X
is stationary. The integer d is called the order of integration of X, and we write
brie‡y X » I(d): When d = 0 the series is supposed to be stationary and have
…nite variance. With d = 1 the series has explosive variance and can ‡uctuate
wildly around a constant mean level or around a deterministic trend. An I(1) time
series can be represented by an autorregressive model with a unit root :
Xt = Xt¡1 + ²t;
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where the model errors, f²tgt, will be here assumed to be a sequence of i:i:d: random
variables. Depending on whether ¹² = E(²i) is nonzero or equal to zero, X will
‡uctuate around a linear trend or around 0: As we will show later, the records of
unit root time series behave quite di¤erently when ¹² = 0 and when ¹² 6= 0:
The purpose of this paper is to analyse and compare the behavior of record
counting processes and related quantities for i.i.d. and for unit-root time series, in
order to provide some theoretical support for using record-based test statistics in
the unit-root testing problem. The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2
we review the statistical behavior of records of i:i:d: sequences of random variables,
while in Section 3, we present some results for the behavior of records from I(1)
time series. First, we discuss some classical results for the case of trending I(1) time
series, where ¹² 6= 0: Then we analyse the class of non-trending I(1) time series,
that is with ¹² = 0, and compare our …ndings with those obtained in the other cases:
In particular, we show that both the rates of convergence of the associated counting
processes and their limiting distributions di¤er greatly from those of either i:i:d: or
trending I(1) time series. Finally, we discuss the implications of our …ndings for
unit root testing. After the conclusions in Section 4, we devote an Appendix to
proving the new results.
2. The record properties of i.i.d. time series
A lot of questions can be anwered about records when the time series is com-
pletely random. Suppose fXtgt¸1 is an i:i:d: sequence of random variables having
a continuous probability distribution function Fx(:), and suppose that we want to
compute the probability that at a given time instant, say t, we have an upper
record in the series. As we pointed earlier, lower records are upper records of the
sign-inverted series, and thus the subsequent discussion will focus on the behavior
of upper record properties.
In this case it is straightforward to see that
P (Xt > Xt¡1;t¡1) =
1
t
;(2.1)
and that the probability of n successive (upper) records in the sequence fX1;X2; :::;Xng ;
is given by:
P
©
N+(n) = n
ª
=
1
n!
:(2.2)
Using Stirling’s approximation, we can write n! » nn+1=2e¡n: Thus
PfN+(n) = ng » n¡nen =
³n
e
´¡n
:(2.3)
Remark that the probability of getting a new record in the series decreases to
zero as time grows to in…nity more than exponentially fast, and that whatever
the type of process, the distribution of N+(t) has …nite support for …nite t since
P fN+(t) > tg = 0: Similarly, it can also be shown (Andel, Theorem 4.1, p. 67,
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2001) that the probability that there is n · t (upper) records in(0; t] can be ex-
pressed recursively:
PfN+(t) = ng = t¡ 1
t
PfN+(t¡ 1) = ng+ 1
t
PfN+(t¡ 1) = n¡ 1g;
with boundary condition:
PfN+(1) = 1g = 1 and PfN+(0) = ng = 0:
For t large and n << t; we obtain the approximation (see for instance Andel, p.
70, 2001):
PfN+(t) = ng » 1
(n¡ 1)!t(ln t)
n¡1:(2.4)
On the other hand, by Euler’s formula:
E
©
N+(t)
ª
=
tX
i=1
P (Xi > Xi¡1;i¡1) =
tX
i=1
1
i
= O(ln t);(2.5)
It follows that the long-run probability of a new record, given by limt!1 t¡1E fN+(t)g,
is equal to zero, thus implying that no new record value will appear in the series in
the long run: Similarly, we have for the variance:
V ar
©
N+(t)
ª
=
tX
i=1
µ
1
i
¡ 1
i2
¶
= O(ln t):(2.6)
Also following Embrechts, Klüppelberg and Mikosch (1999, pp. 257-8) and
Arnold, Balakrishnan and Nagaraja (1992, p. 247-8) the point process of records
N+(t) obeys a Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN) and a Central Limit Theorem
(CLT):
lim
t!1(ln t)
¡1N+(t) = 1 a.s. (SLLN),(2.7)
(ln t)¡1=2
¡
N+(t)¡ ln t¢)N (0; 1); (CLT),(2.8)
where “) " here denotes weak convergence.
As for the record times, T+n , we have the following limit results:
lim
n!1n
¡1 lnT+n = 1 a.s, (SLLN)(2.9)
n¡1=2(lnT+n ¡ n))N (0; 1); (CLT),(2.10)
which imply that T+n = O(e
n) and that ¿+n = T
+
n ¡T+n¡1 = O(en): That is the dis-
tance between succesive maxima grows exponentially with time, and consequently
E(Tn) = E(¿
+
n ) =1; 8n:
Among the upper (lower) record times, the time occurence of the last maximum
(minimum) is often of interest. Let L+n (L
¡
n ) denote the time of the last maximum
(respectively, minimum) in fX1;X2; :::;Xng : That is,
L+n = min fk ¸ 0 : Xk = Xn;ng ;
L¡n = min fk ¸ 0 : Xk = X1;ng :
Using a straightforward counting argument,
P
¡
L+n = t
¢
=
(t¡ 1)!(n¡ t)!
n!
=
t¡
n
t
¢ :(2.11)
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It follows for the expected value of L+n ;
E
©
L+n
ª
=
nX
t=1
tP
¡
L+n = t
¢
=
nX
t=1
µ
n
t
¶¡1
=
1
n
+
2
n(n¡ 1) +
6
n(n¡ 1)(n¡ 2) + :::+ 1
<
1
n
+
1
n¡ 1 +
1
n¡ 2 + :::+ 1; for large enough n
= O(lnn); as n!1:(2.12)
Proceeding similarly for the second-order moment we obtain:
E
n¡
L+n
¢2o
=
nX
t=1
t2P
¡
L+n = t
¢
=
nX
t=1
t
µ
n
t
¶¡1
=
1
n
+
4
n(n¡ 1) +
18
n(n¡ 1)(n¡ 2) + :::+ n
= O(n), as n!1;(2.13)
from what follows:
V ar(Ln) = E(L
2
n)¡ [E(Ln)]2 = O(n); as n!1.(2.14)
Thus the average position of the last maximum grows more slowly than n, while
the size of its ‡uctuations around this mean, grow at the faster rate of n1=2.
3. The records of I(1) time series
Time series that are completely random exclude most real life data sets. Kotz
and Nadarajah (2000, p. 60) point that for m-dependent time series (that is, series
whose variables are independent if they are separated by more than m units of
time) one can expect record values to occur in runs or clusters. Notwithstanding
the previous results obtained for i:i:d: sequences apply to the records of stationary
time series with some degree of serial dependence. IfX is a stationary and Gaussian
process then the joint distribution of any …xed set of its extreme order statistics
converges to the same limit as if it was a sequence of i:i:d: random variables (see
Lindgren and Rootzén, 1987; Leadbetter and Rootzén, 1988). Therefore one need
not be too concerned about possible dependencies as long as the time series is
Gaussian. Unfortunately, nonlinear transformation of Gaussian variables have non-
Gaussian distributions, and thereby the Berman condition may be inappropriate in
such cases. We refer the interested reader to Lindgren and Rootzén (1987) and to
Leadbetter and Rootzén (1988) for the more general conditions to be imposed on
stationary series to guarantee that their records behave as in the i:i:d: case
In this section, we present some of the statistical properties of records from I(1)
time series, and show that these properties di¤er greatly from those of records
from sequences of i:i:d: random variables or from Gaussian stationary time series
satisfying the Berman condition. As a result, we show that it is possible to use
record-based statistics for the robust testing of unit roots.
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3.1. Generalities. Let us de…ne the upper records of X as the sequence
©
S+i
ª
i¸1
where S+i = XT+i ; with T
+
i representing the i-th (upper) record time, that is
the smallest time instant verifying that XT+i > max(S
+
1 ; :::; S
+
i¡1); and S
+
1 = X1:
Therefore
©
S+i
ª
i¸1 is the sequence of successive maxima of Xt: Similarly, the lower
records of X is the sequence
©
S¡i
ª
i¸1 whose terms are given by S
¡
i = XT¡i
; where
T¡i is the i-th lower record, that is the smallest time instant verifying that XT¡i
< min(S¡1 ; :::; S
¡
i¡1); and S
¡
1 = X1: Thus
©
S¡i
ª
i¸1 is the sequence of successive
minima of fXtgt¸1. As we mentioned in a previous section, lower records are
upper records of the sequence ¡X1; :::;¡Xi¡1; ::: Thus it is enough to study the
statistical properties of upper records.
The time instants T+i are sometimes called ladder indexes, and the di¤erence
T+i ¡ T+i¡1; represents the waiting time until the arrival of the new (upper) record
value S+i at t = T
+
i : The pair (T
+
i ; S
+
i ) is called a ladder point. The sections
between ladder points are probabilistic replicas of each other. Therefore, from a
statistical point of view, it su¢ces to study the properties of the …rst non-trivial
ladder point, that is the point (T+2 ; S
+
2 ) for which S
+
2 > X1: For the sake of nota-
tional homogeneity, we will borrow the terminology used in Feller (1971) and write
¿+1 = T
+
2 ; and H+1 = S+2 :
First of all, notice that the event
©
¿+1 = k
ª
is the same event as
fX2 · X1;X3 · X1; :::;Xk+1 > X1g :
The random variables ¿+1 and H+1 are called the …rst ladder epoch and the …rst
ladder height, respectively. Their joint distribution function can be written as
Dk(x) = P
¡
¿+1 = k;H+1 · x
¢
;which yields:
P
¡
¿+1 = k
¢
= Dk(1);(3.1)
G(t) = P (¿+1 · t) =
tX
k=1
Dk(1);(3.2)
P
¡H+1 · x¢ = 1X
k=1
Dk(x) = D(x):(3.3)
The pair (¿+1 +¿
+
2 + :::+¿
+
i ;H+1 +H+2 + :::+H+i ) represents the i-th ladder point
of the time series Xt: If Xt is a symmetric random walk then for i 6= j, (¿+i ;H+i )
and (¿+j ;H+j ) are jointly i:i:d: random variables: Moreover as both ¿+i and H+i are
positive, the random sequences de…ned as:
T+i+1 = ¿
+
1 + ¿
+
2 + :::+ ¿
+
i(3.4)
S+i+1 = H+1 +H+2 + :::+H+i(3.5)
are renewal processes. The vector sequence (¿+1 +¿
+
2 +:::+¿
+
i ;H+1 +H+2 +:::+H+i )0
is therefore a two-dimensional renewal process. From our de…nition of N+(t), we
have
N+(t) =
1X
i=1
1(¿+1 + ¿
+
2 + :::+ ¿
+
i · t);(3.6)
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and
E[N+(t)] =
1X
n=1
P (¿1 + ¿2 + :::+ ¿n · t) =
1X
n=1
G¤n(t);(3.7)
where G¤n(t) denotes the n-fold convolution of G(:):
3.2. I(1) time series with ¹² 6= 0. When ¹² 6= 0 then X exhibits a linear drift
(to 1 if ¹² > 0 and to ¡1 if ¹² < 0). As a consequence, if ¹² > 0 we have:
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN+(t)g > 0; E(¿+i ) <1;(3.8)
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN¡(t)g = 0; E(¿¡i ) <1;(3.9)
G+(1) = P (¿+i <1) = 1 = P (¿¡i <1) = G¡(1):(3.10)
In this case, N+ = fN+(t); t ¸ 1g is an ordinary renewal counting process. Simi-
larly, when ¹² < 0, we obtain:
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN¡(t)g > 0; E(¿¡i ) <1;(3.11)
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN+(t)g = 0; E(¿+i ) <1;(3.12)
G+(1) = P (¿+i <1) = 1 = P (¿¡i <1) = G¡(1); ;(3.13)
and thus N¡ = fN¡(t); t ¸ 0g de…nes also an ordinary renewal counting process.
Although the superposition of renewal processes is not, in general, a renewal process,
whatever the sign of the innovations’ mean ¹², N¤(t) = N+(t) +N¡(t) will be an
ordinary renewal process satisfying:
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN¤(t) > 0;(3.14)
E(¿¤i ) <1;(3.15)
G(1) = 1;(3.16)
where ¿¤i represent the time elapsed between the ith and the (i¡1)th record (either
upper or lower).
As the analysis is identical when ¹² > 0 and when ¹² < 0; we may assume in the
sequel and without loss of generality that ¹² > 0: Therefore we have for the upper
record counting process N+(t) the following results from Feller (1971, pp.396-7):
lim
t!1 t
¡1N+(t) =
1
¹¿+
> 0;(3.17)
¹
3=2
¿+
t1=2¾¿+
µ
N+(t)¡ t
¹¿+
¶
)N (0; 1);(3.18)
where ¹¿+ = E(¿¤i ) < 1: And since limt!1N¤(t)=N+(t) = 1 with probability
one; we can also write:
lim
t!1 t
¡1EfN¤(t)g = 1
¹¿+
> 0;(3.19)
¹
3=2
¿+
t1=2¾¿+
µ
N¤(t)¡ t
¹¿+
¶
)N (0; 1):(3.20)
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3.3. I(1) time series with ¹² = 0. In this case we have from Loève (1987, vol.
I, p. 384):
¡1 = X1;1 < X1;1 =1; with probability one.
This latter result has important implications as regards the distribution of either
N+(t) or N¡(t), since we cannot invoke asymptotic results, available for ordinary
renewal processes, that rely on the …niteness of the mean inter-record time, that
is when ¹¿ = E(¿i) <1. Instances of such standard results are the basic renewal
theorem, which states that M(t) , EfN(t)g = O(t); for t large, or Blackwell’s
theorem, according to which M(t) ¡M(t ¡ 1) ! ¹¡1¿ : In fact, for the symmetric
random walk case we have Ef¿1g = 1; G(1) = 1 (see Feller, vol. II, 1971, p.
395); and limt!1 t¡1M(t) = 0 (see Bosq and Nguyen, 1996, p. 152).or the I(1).
In Theorem 1 in the Appendix it is shown that, under very general conditions,
M(t) » t1=2 for t large, and
t¡1=2N+(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ1j;(3.21)
t¡1=2N¡(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ2j;(3.22)
where Z1 and Z2 are two independent standard Gaussian random variables. It
follows that the long-run probability of a new record goes to zero faster for time
series of i:i:d: or Gaussian stationary random variables than for I(1) series. The
di¤erent behavior can be summarised as follows:
N(t)
t
= O
¡
t¡1 ln t
¢
; for large t and for sequences of i:i:d: random variables,
(3.23)
N(t)
t
= O
³
t¡1=2
´
; for large t and for I(1) time series with ¹² = 0,
(3.24)
N(t)
t
= O(1); for large t and for I(1) time series with ¹² 6= 0:
(3.25)
On the other hand, Theorem 2 in the Appendix shows that the associated reliability
or survivor function of either record counting process (upper or lower) is given by
P fN(t) > ng = G(t)
·
1¡ G(t)
M(t)
¸n
;(3.26)
with G(t) = P (¿1 < t);
where by N(t) and ¿1 we refer indistinctibly to either N+(t) or N¡(t), and to
either ¿+1 or ¿
¡
1 , respectively. When the possibility of in…nite inter-record times
is allowed; that is when G (1) < 1; the inter-record times ¿i have not a proper
probability distribution;and N becomes a terminating renewal process, following
Karlin and Taylor (1975, pp. 204-5). In this case, the total number of records, say
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N(1); and thereby their expected value, M(1), will be …nite. In fact, since
M(1) = E fN(1)g =
1X
n=0
P fN (1) > ng
=
1X
n=0
P fTn <1g =
1X
n=0
nY
i=1
P f¿i <1g
=
1X
n=0
Gn(1) = G(1)
1¡G(1) :(3.27)
The …niteness of N(1) also implies that, for t large enough, the distribution of the
record counting processN(t) could be well approximated by a geometric probability
law. Note that the random walk with ¹² = 0 is not in this category since although
E(¿1) = 1 we still G(1) = 1: The convergence of G(t) towards its asymptotic
value must be, however, very slow so that the mean inter-record time diverges to
in…nity.
The di¤erent rates of growth of N(t) allows a classi…cation of the time series
that we are considering in terms of their probability distribution tails. Indeed, a
…rst-order Taylor series approximation leads to
G(t)
·
1¡ G(t)
M(t)
¸n
' G(t)
µ
1¡ nG(t)
M(t)
¶
;(3.28)
which in turn allows approximating the tail behavior for the component record
counting processes.when n << t as
P fN(t) > ng » 1¡ n
ln t
; for sequences of i:i:d: random variables,(3.29)
P fN(t) > ng » 1¡ np
t
; for I(1) time series with ¹² = 0,(3.30)
P fN(t) > ng » 1¡ n
t
; for I(1) time series with ¹² 6= 0.(3.31)
It follows from these results that the records of an I(1) time series tend to quickly
outgrow in number those from sequendes of i:i:d: random variables.
The particular form of the reliability function for N(t) suggests that its proba-
bility distribution is related to a geometric distribution with parameter (“success
probability”) p(t) = G(t)=M(t): Indeed, we have for the mass probability function
of N(t):
PfN(t) = ng = PfN(t) > n¡ 1g ¡ PfN(t) > ng
= G(t)p(t)[1¡ p(t)]n¡1
= PfZ(t) = ngG(t);(3.32)
where Z(t) represents a random variable with geometric distribution having p(t) as
a time-varying parameter: The previous equality allows an interpretation of p(t) as
the conditional probability:
p(t) =
PfN(t) = ng
PfN(t) ¸ ng = PfN(t) = njN(t) ¸ ng;(3.33)
which represents the hazard rate of N(t), and gives us roughly the probability of
having exactly n records at t when at least n records are known to have occurred.
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Note that p(t) is independent of n as far as 0 < n < t, and that in the especial
cases of t = 0 and t =1; we have:
p(0) =
PfN(t) = 0g
PfN(t) ¸ 0g = 0;(3.34)
p(1) = lim
t!1 p(t) = limt!1
PfN(t) = 1g
PfN(t) ¸ 1g = 1¡G(1) = 0:(3.35)
Finally, remark that since
PfN(t) = ng = PfZ(t) = ngPf¿1 < tg;
the event fN(t) = ng can be seen as the intersection of two mutually exclusive
events:
fN(t) = ng = fZ(t) = ng \ f¿1 < tg;
It follows that conditioned on f¿1 < tg (or equivalently, for t large enough), N(t)
behaves as a geometric random variable with parameter p(t): Further, since
EfZ(t)g = 1
p(t)
;(3.36)
V arfZ(t)g = 1¡ p(t)
p2(t)
;(3.37)
we obtain:
EfN(t)g ,
tX
n=0
nPfN+(t) = ng
= G(t)
tX
n=0
np(t)[1¡ p(t)]n¡1
= G(t)EfZ(t)g = G(t)
p(t)
= M(t); as expected.(3.38)
and
V arfN(t)g ,
tX
n=0
[n¡M(t)]2PfN+(t) = ng
= G(t)
tX
n=0
n2PfZ(t) = ng+G(t)M2(t)
tX
n=0
PfZ(t) = ng ¡ 2G(t)M(t)EfZ(t)g
=
G(t)[2¡ p(t)]
p2(t)
+G(t)M2(t)
¡
1¡ [1¡ p(t)]t¡1¢¡ 2G(t)M(t)
p(t)
' M
2(t)
G(t)
+G(t)M2(t)¡ 2M2(t); for large t,
=
M2(t)
G(t)
¡
1 + [G(t)¡ 1]2¢ ; as t!1:
(3.39)
!M2(t); as t!1:
Notice that if the probability distribution function of ²i is symmetric around its
zero mean, that is if F²(0) = 1=2; then the probability of n successive upper records
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for an I(1) time series with ¹² = 0 must be 2¡n: Such probability is much larger
than in the i:i:d: case, for which we obtained:
PfN+(n) = ng = 1
n!
» n¡nen =
³n
e
´¡n
= o(2¡n):(3.40)
Therefore long runs of records tend to occur much more often in I(1) time series
than in sequences of i:i:d: random variables. As we pointed in a previous session,
the clustering of record ocurrences is a most remarkable consequence of serial de-
pendence.
At this point, it may be also interesting to compare the asymptotic statistical
behavior of the time of arrival of the last maximum (or minimum) in non-trending
I(1) series with its behavior in sequences of i:i:d: random variables, as studied
in a previous section. Under the assumption that the model errors f²igi are ex-
changeable random variables (a weaker requirement than the i:i:d: assumption),
the Andersen equivalence lemma (Loève, vol. I, 1987, pp. 378-9) establishes that
Ln has the same distribution as the random variable ºn, where ºn represents the
number of positive terms in fX1;X2; :::;Xng. In addition, if the model errors f²igi
are i:i:d: and their distribution probability function is symmetric around zero then
we have for any x 2 [0; 1]:
lim
n!1P
¡
n¡1ºn < x
¢
=
2
¼
Arc sin
¡p
x
¢
:(3.41)
Consequently, for I(1) series with zero-mean i:i:d: model errors, n¡1ºn is a non-
degenerate random variable. Thus ºn = O(n); and also Ln = O(n): In par-
ticular, we have for the average position of the last maximum (or minimum) in
fX1;X2; :::;Xng:
E(Ln) =
n
¼
Z 1
0
xp
x(1¡ x)dx =
n
2
:(3.42)
But since the arcsine density probability function, given by
1
¼
1p
y(1¡ y) = f
º
n
(y)(3.43)
is U -shaped, the random variable n¡1ºn is more likely to take values near 0 or 1
than near 1=2. Moreover, the size of the ‡uctuations of Ln around this mean will
also increase as n. Therefore both the mean and variance of Ln grow faster with
increasing n than the corresponding quantities in the i:i:d: case. And this occurs in
spite that the long-run probability of a new record, that is n¡1M(n); goes to zero
as n grows to in…nity:
3.4. Joint statistical properties of the upper and lower record counting
processes. So far we have discussed the univariate statistical behavior of both
upper and lower records for I(1) series with ¹² = 0: In order to further investigate
the distribution of the total number of records up to time t, that is of N¤(t) =
N+(t)+N¡(t), de…ne for any non-negative integers n and m, the conditional mass
probability function of N+(t) given N¡(t) as
¼t(n;m) = PfN+(t) = njN¡(t) =mg;(3.44)
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where it is obvious that ¼t(0; 0) = 0 for any t ¸ 1. Now from the total probability
theorem we can write:
PfN+(t) +N¡(t) = kg =
kX
m=0
¼t(k ¡m;m)PfN¡(t) = mg
= G(t)
kX
m=0
¼t(k ¡m;m)PfZ(t) = mg
=
kX
m=0
¨t;k(m)PfZ(t) = mg;(3.45)
which could be interpreted as a “smoothed geometric probability mass function”,
with smoothing kernel ¨t;k(m) = G(t)¼t(k ¡m;m). Since
tX
m=0
PfN¡(t) = n;N+(t) =mg = PfN¡(t) = ng; 8t ¸ n
)
tX
m=0
P (fN¡(t) = n;N+(t) = mg)
P (fN¡(t) = ng) = 1 <1;
we must conclude, from the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see for example Shiryaev, 1996,
p. 255), that
¼t(n;m) =
P (fN¡(t) = n;N+(t) = mg)
P (fN¡(t) = ng) ! 0; as t!1;(3.46)
from what follows an important result: that N+(t) and N¡(t) are asymptotically
independent. This allows to derive the limiting distribution of t¡1=2N¤(t) as the
convolution of the limiting distributions of t¡1=2N+(t) and t¡1=2N¡(t); which from
Theorem 1 is given by:
Pf lim
t!1 t
¡1=2N¤(t) < hg = 1
2
p
2¼
Z h
0
exp(¡ v
2+2
4
)[1¡©(v)]dv;(3.47)
where ©(:) is the probability distribution function of a standard Normal random
variable. On the other hand, by the Tchebyshev theorem, we have for the upper and
lower record counting processes, simultaneously referred to as N = fN(t); t ¸ 1g,
that for any positive real number ±:
Pft¡1jN(t)¡M(t)j ¸ ±g · V arfN(t)g
±2t2
» t
t2
! 0; as t!1:(3.48)
This together with EfN+(t)g = EfN+(t) = M(t); obtains:
lim
t!1
N+(t)
N¡(t)
= 1; with probability one;(3.49)
and similarly:
lim
t!1
N¤(t)
2N+(t)
= lim
t!1
N¤(t)
2N¡(t)
= 1; with probability one.(3.50)
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Therefore for any positive integer k · t and t large enough we can write the
following approximation:
P fN¤(t) > kg ' P ©N+(t) > k=2ª = P ©N¡(t) > k=2ª
= G(t) [1¡ p(t)]hk=2i :(3.51)
3.5. Statistical properties of the record increments. Our upper and lower
record count processes, N+(t) and N¡(t), can be decomposed in terms of their
increments ¢N+(i) and ¢N¡(i) as:
N+(t) =
tX
i=1
¢N+(i)(3.52)
N¡(t) =
tX
i=1
¢N¡(i);(3.53)
where ¢N+(i) = N+(i)¡N+(i¡ 1) and ¢N¡(i) = N¡(i)¡N¡(i¡ 1) are binary
random variables taking the values 1 or 0, depending on whether a new record
occurs a time i or not. Notice that even though ¢N+(i) has the same distribution
as ¢N¡(i), this distribution is di¤erent at di¤erent time instants i. Moreover,
Pf¢N¤(t) > 0g = Pf¢N+(t) > 0g+ Pf¢N¡(t) > 0g
= Pf¢N+(t) = 1g+ Pf¢N¡(t) = 1g:(3.54)
Since plimt!1t¡1N+(t) = plimt!1t¡1N¡(t) = 0, both Pf¢N+(t) = 1g and
Pf¢N¡(t) = 1g must be decreasing in t. In fact:
Pf¢N(t) = 1g = Pf¢N+(t) = 1g = Pf¢N¡(t) = 1g
= Ef¢N(t) = ¢EfN(t) = M(t)¡M(t¡ 1)
= ¸(t)
» t1=2 ¡ (t¡ 1)1=2; for large t
=
1
t1=2 + (t¡ 1)1=2 » t
¡1=2 ! 0; as t!1:(3.55)
The function ¸(t) represents a renewal intensity or density function, and vanishing
limit means just that the probability of a new record become very small in the long
run.
Theorem 3 in the Appendix shows that the increments f¢N(i)gi of both upper
and lower record counting processes are neither independent nor even uncorrelated.
In fact, they are positively correlated. On the other hand, the correlation between
the sequences of increments f¢N+(i)gi and f¢N¡(i)gi is negative, although it
vanishes hyperbolically fast to zero as i!1, or more precisely:
Covf¢N+(i);¢N¡(i)g = ¡¸(i) » i¡1=2; for large i:(3.56)
This negative correlation between contemporaneous increments of the upper and
lower counting processes entails a net negative correlation between N+(t) and
N¡(t) for …nite t: The slowly decaying correlation between the increments ¢N+(i)
and¢N¡(i) also suggests that a Normal approximation to the distribution of N¤(t)
cannot be a good one. Finally, recalling that the partial record counting processes
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N+(t) and N¡(t) are asymptotically (t ! 1) independent, the fact that the dis-
tribution of N+(t) + N¡(t) cannot be Gaussian entails that neither can be the
distribution of either component counting process, N+(t) or N¡(t), as proved in
Theorem 1.
3.6. Some implications for unit root testing in time series. For the purpose
of testing and comparing certain properties of time series, it may be of interest
to use record-based statistics. We have seen in the previous sections that the
statistical properties of record counting processes di¤er importantly for a large
class of stationary time series, and for both trending and non-trending time series
with a unit root. In particular, we have seen that either t¡1=2N¤(t), t¡1=2N+(t)
and t¡1=2N¡(t) converge to a non-degenerate random variable in the latter case,
while they diverge for trending unit root time series, and vanish to zero for i:i:d:
sequences and for all the Gaussian stationary series satisfying the Berman condition.
This large spectra of behavior makes possible to use any of these statistics for
discriminating between Gaussian stationary series (and possible non-Gaussian ones)
from unit root time series. The testing of unit roots is an important problem in
economics and …nance where the optimal forecasting strategy may come to depend
critically on whether a time series has or not a unit root.
In principle, any of the three statistics considered previously could be used for
testing unit roots. However, t¡1=2N¤(t) will o¤er the best small-sample perfor-
mances, since it takes advantage of the negative correlation between N+(t) and
N¡(t). This produces, …rst, a gain in e¢ciency (which would double approximately
that of either t¡1=2N+(t) or t¡1=2N¡(t)), and, second, a variance for N¤(t) smaller
than the sum of the variances of N+(t) and N¡(t): To see this, remark that as
N+(t) and N¡(t) are positive random variables, the dispersion of the distributions
of either of the test statitics can be dimensionlessly measured by the coe¢cient
of variation, CV. We can see that in the non-trending single unit-root case (null
hypothesis of a unit root test) we have
CV
n
t¡1=2N+(t)
o
= CV
n
t¡1=2N¡(t)
o
=
p
varfN+(t)g
EfN+(t)g ;(3.57)
while:
CV
n
t¡1=2N¤(t)
o
=
p
2varfN+(t)g+ 2covfN+(t); N¡(t)g
2EfN+(t)g
<
p
varfN+(t)gp
2EfN+(t)g <
p
varfN+(t)g
EfN+(t)g :(3.58)
Thus
CV
n
t¡1=2N¤(t)
o
< CV
n
t¡1=2N+(t)
o
= CV
n
t¡1=2N¡(t)
o
;(3.59)
which means that the small-sample distribution of t¡1=2N¤(t) is more concentrated
around its mean than the distributions of either t¡1=2N+(t) or t¡1=2N¡(t); thereby
o¤ering improved discrimination capabilities over the latter.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed the statistical properties of records from a class
of nonstationary processes: the class of time series with a single unit root. We have
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compared their records to those obtained from sequences of i.i:d:random variables,
and have shown that these records behave quite di¤erently in each case, exhibiting
di¤erent limiting distributions as well as di¤erent convergence rates. and that for
integrated time series their behavior depends crucially on the eventual existence of a
drift, that is a nonzero mean value of the model errors or innovations. For time series
with a single unit root, this behavior depends crucially on the eventual existence
of a drift implied by a nonzero mean of the model errors. The presence of a drift
leads to Gaussian asymptotic distributions for the standardised record counting
processes, while its absence entails Non-Gaussian limits. This remarkable property
of the standardized record counting processes suggest using them as statistics for
the robust testing of certain hypotheses such as the presence of unit roots in a single
time series (hypothesis of integration), or in the static regression errors.of a pair of
time series (hypothesis of non-cointegration).
5. Appendix
Theorem 1. Let Xt =
Pt
i=1 ²i where f²igi¸1 :are continuous i:i:d: random vari-
ables with bounded and symmetric pdf , zero mean and …nite variance ¾2² . Suppose
that X0 has also a bounded pdf and …nite variance. And let N¤(t) = N+(t)+N¡(t)
with N+(t) =
Pt
i=1 1(Xi = Xi;i) and N
¡(t) =
Pt
i=1 1(Xi = X1;i). Then for there
exist two standard Normal variables Z1 and Z2 such that:
t¡1=2N+(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ1j;
t¡1=2N¡(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ2j;
And since N+(1) and N¡(1) are independent random variables:
Pf lim
t!1 t
¡1=2N¤(t) < hg = 1
2
p
2¼
Z h
0
exp(¡ v
2+2
4
)[1¡©(v)]dv;
where ©(:) is the probability distribution function of a standard Normal random
variable.
Lemma 1. Let Xt = Xt¡1+ ²t where f²tgt¸1 are i:i:d: random variables with zero
mean and …nite variance ¾2² ; and let
N (b)(t) =
tX
i=1
[1 (Xi¡1 < b;Xi ¸ b) + 1 (Xi¡1 > b;Xi · b)]
denote the normalized number of crossings of level b. If X0 and ²1 have bounded
pdf 0s with …nite variance then we must have:
t¡1=2N (b)(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZj;
where Z is a standard Normal random variable.
Proof. (lemma). See Theorem 1 in Burridge and Guerre (1996).
Proof. (theorem). Given that xt is an I(1), and noting that for this process a
zero “crossing” amounts to a visit to the origin (crossing over the zero level is
impossible), it follows from the previous lemma that
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t¡1=2N+(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ1j
t¡1=2N¡(t)) E fj²1jg
¾²
jZ2j
where Z1 and Z2 are independent standard Normal random variables.
Since the pdf of the absolute value of any standard Normal random variable Zi
is given by
fjZj(u) =
r
2
¼
exp
µ
¡u
2
2
¶
; u ¸ 0;
we can easily obtain for the asymptotic pdf of both t¡1=2N+(t) and t¡1=2N¡(t)
respectively, the following expression:
f+(u) = f¡(u) =
2r
2¼
³
Efj²1jg
¾²
´2 exp
0B@¡ h2
2
³
Efj²1jg
¾²
´2
1CA ; h ¸ 0; i = 1; 2:
Finally, as the random variables N+(1) and N¡(1) are independent, the stan-
dard Normal variables Z1 and Z2 must also be independent. Now letting fjZj(:)
denote the pdf of the random variable jZij we obtain for asymptotic pdf of the
standardized record counting process t¡1=2N¤(t):
f¤(v) =
Z v
0
f+(w)f¡(v ¡w)dw
= a¡2
Z v
a
0
fjZj(
w
a
)fjZj(
v ¡w
a
)dw; where a =
E fj²1jg
¾²
= a¡1
Z v
a
0
fjZj(u)fjZj(
v
a
¡ u)du; where we let u = w
Efj²1jg
¾²
=
Z v
0
fjZj(u)fjZj(v ¡ u)du
=
1
2
p
2¼
exp(¡ v
2+2
4
)[1¡©(v)]:
Theorem 2. Let fN(t); t ¸ 0g a renewal counting process with renewal function
M(t), and assume that the renewals interarrival times ¿i are i:i:d: random variables
with probability distribution function G(t) = P f¿i · tg : Then for each n ¸ 0 the
probability distribution function of N(t) is exponentially bounded and veri…es:
P fN(t) > ng = G(t)
µ
1¡ G(t)
M(t)
¶n
:
Lemma 2. Let fN(t); t ¸ 0g a renewal counting process Under the assumptions
of the theorem, for each t we can …nd two positive constants °(t) 2 (1;1) and ´°(t)
such that P fN(t) > ng = ´°(t)e¡n ln °(t):
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Proof. (lemma). For any s ¸ 0 de…ne by GL(s) the Laplace transform of dG(t) =
G(t+ dt)¡G(t); where dt is an in…nitesimal increment of t: Formally:
GL(s) = E
¡
e¡s¿
¢
=
Z 1
0
e¡stdG(t)
= G(0) +
Z
(0;1)
e¡stdG(t):
Taking the limit when s!1, we can see from the previous equality that:
lim
s!1GL(s) = G(0) = 0:
Now let ° be any nonzero and …nite real number. It is clear that we for su¢-
ciently large s we will have °GL(s) < 1: On the other hand, since P fTn · tg =
P f¿1 + ¿2 + :::+ ¿n · tg = G¤n(t); we can write:
1X
n=0
°nP fTn · tg =
1X
n=0
°nG¤n(t)
=
1X
n=0
°nP
©
e¡sTn ¸ e¡stª ;
where s is supposed to be such that °GL(s) < 1: A direct application of Markov’s
inequality (see for instance Gnedenko, 1988, p. 218), and of the independence of
f¿igi obtains:
1X
n=0
°nP
©
e¡sTn ¸ e¡stª · est 1X
n=0
°nE
¡
e¡sTn
¢
= est
1X
n=0
°nGnL(s)
= est
1X
n=0
[°GL(s)]
n
<1:
It follows that °nG¤n(t) ! 0 as n ! 1: Thus we can …nd a positive integer n0
such that for n ¸ n0 and a particular value °(t) 2 (1;1) we get G¤n(t) · °¡n(t)
for each t ¸ 0: Thus for any n ¸ n0 we can write:
P fN(t) > ng = P fTn · tg
= G¤n(t)
· °¡n(t) = exp [¡n ln °(t)] :
Finally notice that for each t we can …nd a constant ´°(t) such that for any n we
get G¤n(t) · ´°(t)°¡n(t); and this proves the lemma.
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Proof. (theorem). To prove the theorem, let the renewal function be M(t) =
E fN(t)g : We have:
M(t) =
1X
n=0
P fN(t) > ng
= ´°
1X
n=0
e¡n ln ° = ´°
1X
n=0
h
e¡ ln °(t)
in
=
´°(t)
1 + °(t)
) ´°(t) = [1 + °(t)]M(t):
The result of the lemma is valid for all n ¸ 0. For n = 0 we have
P fN(t) > 0g = P fN(t) ¸ 1g = P (¿ · t) = G(t):
Therefore:
G(t) = ´°(t) = [1 + °(t)]M(t)
) e¡ ln °(t) = 1¡ G(t)
M(t)
:
) P fN(t) > ng = G(t)
µ
1¡ G(t)
M(t)
¶n
:
Theorem 3. Let Xt =
Pt
i=1 ²i where f²igi¸1 :are continuous i:i:d: zero-mean ran-
dom variables with …nite variance ¾2² , and let N
+(t) =
Pt
i=1¢N
+(i), and N¡(t) =Pt
i=1¢N
¡(i): Then for any i and for …nite j we have:
Covf¢N+(i);¢N+(j)g > 0;
Covf¢N¡(i);¢N¡(j)g > 0;
Covf¢N+(i);¢N¡(j)g = ¡¸(i)¸(j) < 0;
CovfN+(t); N¡(t)g < 0; for …nite t;
with
¸(i) = Pf¢N+(i) = 1g = Pf¢N¡(i) = 1g » i¡1=2; for large i.
Proof. To see this it is enough to remark that the conditional probability that a
renewal occurs at time i when a renewal occurred at the previous time instant i¡1;
veri…es:
Pf¢N+(i) = 1j¢N+(i¡ 1) = 1g = Pf²i > 0g
and Pf¢N¡(i) = 1j¢N¡(i¡ 1) = 1g = Pf²i < 0g;
where ²i = Xi ¡Xi¡1; but
Pf¢N+(i) = 1j¢N+(i¡ 1) = 0g 6= Pf²i > 0g
and Pf¢N¡(i) = 1j¢N¡(i¡ 1) = 0g 6= Pf²i < 0g:
In fact, it is shown here below that the increments f¢N(i)gi of either component
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record counting process are positively correlated. Indeed, for any i > j;
Covf¢N(i);¢N(j)g = Ef¢N(i)¢N(j)g ¡¢M(i)¢M(j)
= Pf¢N(i) = 1;¢N(j) = 1g ¡¢M(i)¢M(j)
= Pf¢N(i) = 1j¢N(j) = 1gPf¢N(j) = 1g ¡¢M(i)¢M(j)
= [Pf¢N(i) = 1j¢N(j) = 1g ¡¢M(i)]¢M(j):
Now it is straighforward that if the model error distribution is symmetric then:
Pf¢N(i) = 1j¢N(j) = 1g = P (²i + ²i¡1 + :::+ ²i¡j+1 > 0) = 1=2; for any j < i:
But¢M(i)! 0 as i!1, so for …xed j and growing iwe haveCovf¢N(i);¢N(j)g >
0. When the error distribution is not symmetric we still have P (²i + ²i¡1 + ::: +
²i¡j+1 > 0) > 0 as i grows to in…nity, and the result also holds. On the other hand,
the increments ¢N+(i) and ¢N¡(i) are negatively correlated Indeed:
Ef¢N+(i)¢N¡(i)g = P ©¢N+(i) = 1;¢N¡(i) = 1ª = 0; 8i;
and therefore:
Covf¢N+(i);¢N¡(i)g = ¡Ef(¢N+(i))2g
= ¡Pf¢N+(i) = 1g = ¡Pf¢N¡(i) = 1g
= ¡¸(i):
As ¸(i) » i¡1=2; this correlation decays too slowly. Notice that for j < i we must
have:
Ef¢N+(i)¢N¡(j)g = P ©¢N+(i) = 1;¢N¡(j) = 1ª > 0:
Therefore
Covf¢N+(i);¢N¡(j)g > ¡¸(i)¸(j) > ¡¸2(i) > ¡¸(i) = Covf¢N+(i);¢N¡(i)g
while jCovf¢N+(i);¢N¡(j)gj < jCovf¢N+(i);¢N¡(i)gj:
So the covariance matrix for the increments f¢N+(i);¢N¡(j)gi;j must be negative
de…nite, entailing for …nite t a net negative correlation between the upper and lower
record counting processes N+(t) and N¡(t):
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